
Red Group Kinder, Weekly Reflection 

Term 1, Week 5 & Week 6 

During last two weeks, children in Red Group have shown great interest in getting engaged in art and craft learning experiences. Children were provided 

with the opportunity to make their face-collage using recycled/reusable materials. Following children’s interest, a construction site has been set-up for the 

children to use their imagination to build and construct the pretend kinder yard  as their play-area. Children showed curiosity to know the about the visual 

images at the pretend construction site such as Danger, safety vest and Hat, Caution etc..  

Observing children’s interest in painting, an opportunity for the children has been provided to learn about primary colours. Children got engaged in mixing 

primary colour-paints on Canvas paper using buds. Children also got engaged in conversation with educators about what colours they mixed and what new  

colours they discovered.  

Children have also started participating in performing daily helping tasks such as watering indoor plants, setting-up tables, leading the group to do “ 

Acknowledgement of the Country” to contribute as a team in taking care of our physical learning environment.  

In music, some new music and movement songs have been added such as hokey-pokey. Children have been provided with opportunity to use props such 

as clapping sticks, bean bags and Frisbees. The educators drove children’s attention towards “Tempo” in music and encouraged them to follow the beats 

with clapping sticks. 

Some children got engaged in building 2D shapes such as square, hexagon, pentagon etc. on light table with their peers.  

Links to the National Quality Framework Area 1 Educational Program& Practice and TRCC Philosophy 
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 Dentist Visit next week in red Group Kind-
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